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In FIFA 20, we got some new playmaker abilities and improvements to our match engine, allowing us
to incorporate the incredible and unique talents of the real footballers. But what about the rest of the
game? How can we use our new design abilities to make the game feel authentic and exciting again?

In this series of interviews, Lead Designer Romain Banc, Producer Gary Patiño and Lead Engineer
Tessa Narlawi-Skelton talk about the real-life challenges and the fantastic work of our talented

development teams as we build FIFA 22. FIFA 22’s real-life gameplay elements are a much-needed
boost to the overall gameplay of the game. What real-life challenges did you face as you got to work

on them, and what were the key takeaways that you learned from them? Romain Banc, Lead
Designer: One of the main challenges was to make sure the ball would pass through the legs of the

player when the player had performed a high-intensity run. We worked really hard on perfecting that
mechanic and we got the final response we were looking for. That was one of the first things people

noticed when playing FIFA 22 for the first time. And then we also wanted to make sure the ball would
do an accurate job when players do a low-intensity run. The ball needs to behave like a real football
and make sure that the ball is actually pass through players’ legs. The core of that challenge is to

not just make the ball bounce off feet but make sure the ball behaves like a real football. That was a
very high-intensity challenge, the first of the real-life challenges of FIFA 22. But there were a lot of
challenges as well. We faced issues such as making sure the players would react when they hit the
ground or the ball would pass through the players when they’ve just moved forward or backward.

That was a challenge on its own. Patiño: In the real life, you never know what is going to happen with
players and the ball. They can be hurt and the ball can go through them. How do we make sure the
ball behaves like a real football as it goes through their legs and feet? It’s complicated but we did it.
RB: What is really important is that you get the feel of the ball going through a foot in real life. So we

focussed on that. We also needed to make sure that the players would react
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

The World’s Game. FIFA is the world’s best-selling club football video game franchise with
over 122 million copies sold and continues to set the standards for authenticity and player
emotion. FIFA’s realism culminates in all-new real-world player attributes. In the heart of the
action is the Impact Engine and vastly enhanced player skill capture, delivering a new level
of responsiveness and contextual awareness to all players, no matter the level. Combined
with a wealth of new football universes, improved referee tools, combined with the most
refined cover system since the series inception, FIFA 22 allows you to experience the real
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feeling of being on the pitch.
Reach for the High. Head straight for the top. At 45, the new direction given to player
controls is so natural and intuitive that adjustments to the game are minimal. Carrying this
on, AI passes are now more accurate, shifting towards a new revolution in online and offline
gameplay. Rulings are now easier to receive, and AI managers are now more proactive,
prioritizing between tactics, and responding to change. This new era of ball physics and
player agency yields a new standard of player improvisation and ability to master any period
of the game.
FIFA’s Love Story. With more free movement than ever, full 360 foot movement, unparalleled
ball physics, and a multitudinous array of player styles FIFA is the world’s best selling club
football game and is now more than ever in your hands.
EA SPORTS Football Life. Soccer is a big deal in this soccer world, thanks to this massive and
comprehensive collection of modes and features rooted in the magic of being a real football
fan.
FIFA 22 on PS4™ combines a blend of both next-gen visuals with the authenticity of FIFA to
bring Club Life, Ultimate Team™, Manager Engine, Player Impact Engine, and all-new Game
Center functionality to PlayStation™4 for the very first time. PlayStation®4 Pro: FIFA 22
introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from 22 real-
life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion capture suits. The
data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to
power FIFA 22 gameplay. GAME MODES Career Mode – Live out your dreams as both a
manager and a player in FIFA 22. Create 
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The concept of FIFA is unparalleled in the sports gaming industry. It offers a deep immersive
gameplay experience that includes authentic ball physics, over 700 high-resolution player
models, over 70 detailed stadiums, and over 400 authentic teams from all over the world.
The game also features beautiful graphics, immersive gameplay and one of the most
comprehensive career modes in any sports game. What's new in FIFA? Benefit of the new
season of innovation across every mode FIFA is constantly reinventing itself and FIFA 22 is no
exception. Most notably, FIFA 22 introduces a brand new dynamic fatigue system that adjusts
player fatigue depending on their position on the field. New playmaking plays, new free kicks,
new offsides, and more will keep players talking about FIFA for years to come. In addition to
the feature-packed gameplay, FIFA 22 also introduces a new celebration system and a
variety of gameplay-improvement tweaks that make the game even more immersive. Collect
the Ultimate Team Squad In addition to a new dynamic fatigue system, FIFA 22 introduces a
brand new team creation mode called Ultimate Team, where the fan can build a complete
team from scratch. The game features a new team formation system that is truly unique to
FIFA, and allows the user to incorporate modern formations to help create a team that looks
like no other. In-game enhancements EA SPORTS FIFA 22 delivers a new gameplay-first
experience with fundamental gameplay enhancements across every mode. FIFA 22 includes
a faster gameplay speed with reduced player stutter; improved player responsiveness; and a
new user interface that is optimized for touchscreens. In addition to this, a variety of
gameplay enhancements make this the most accessible version of FIFA yet. Introducing the
dynamic fatigue system One of the many key innovations to FIFA in FIFA 22 is a brand new
dynamic fatigue system that dynamically adjusts a player's fatigue depending on their
position on the pitch. The system itself is designed to make the player seem like a real
athlete, as it simulates a variety of real-life situations like a fatigued player moving slower
when they are close to exhaustion, or a tired player having an increased rate of decline.
Dynamic fatigue is only one of the game's many innovative features, which include: Exclusive
FIFA 2K smoothing and physics FIFA 22 uses an improved version of the revolutionary 2K
smoothing technology first seen in FIFA 17. bc9d6d6daa
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Experience the thrill of managing a real-life team as you progress your squad through FIFA. Buy new
players, trade them in and out, and make breakthroughs like never before. Online Leagues – FIFA
Ultimate Team, Online Leagues give you access to Custom Leagues, where you can create your own
Custom Leagues to create your own competitive leagues online. FUT Draft – The first and only draft
simulator experience that changes the experience of drafting altogether. The action of the draft
resets every round to ensure you're surprised and prepared for everything that comes your way.
Your team’s strength depends on who you draft, so you might have to make a trade or two. Don’t fall
behind and swap in the last player you want or trade away the player you need. The difference
between a good and a great draft is often few words. Make your decisions quickly and be prepared
to deal with a strategic overload in a completely new way. The FUT Draft feature will be added in
FIFA 22 with the custom player creation! CREATE YOUR CLUB – Create your own Club that will
represent your club in official competitions, such as the Euro 2016 tournament. Now you can make
the most important decisions on your players’ careers, their appearances and even who you will
face. FUT Draft – The first and only draft simulator experience that changes the experience of
drafting altogether. The action of the draft resets every round to ensure you're surprised and
prepared for everything that comes your way. Your team’s strength depends on who you draft, so
you might have to make a trade or two. Don’t fall behind and swap in the last player you want or
trade away the player you need. The difference between a good and a great draft is often few words.
Make your decisions quickly and be prepared to deal with a strategic overload in a completely new
way. Your fan club will be able to suggest their favorite players and clubs to you, and you can add
them to your Pro-team. Choose who you want to build your team around. You’ll even be able to give
your players a nickname from a selection of themes. PROS & CONS OF DRAFTING PLANTING PLAYERS
CAREER – The Pro’s Career Mode features a new and improved Player planting system. Now you can
plant more than one player and have them all compete at the same time in the same match. You
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What's new in Fifa 22:

AI Tactical Control: The tactical intelligence of DICE ONE
team, DICE ONE Dashboard can analyse the current
opposition and adapt tactics accordingly. According to the
video above, any player can be switched on the fly.
Improve your skills by disguising, confusing, or
experimenting with new styles of football.
QB Challenges: Create your own open online leading QB
challenges. Take home the win and earn extra XP rewards.
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FIFA is the longest-running and most popular sports video game series in the world. With the launch
of FIFA 19, we introduced gameplay innovations that inspired players around the world. Now, we’re
delivering on our promise to bring the FIFA experience into the next generation. FIFA 20 offers bold
innovation like new seasons, squads and gameplay progression that continues the game’s tradition
of delivering authentic, true to life soccer. And on Xbox One X, we’re introducing dynamic 4K
resolution with PlayStation 4 Pro, along with new visual effects and lighting. FIFA HIGHLIGHTS
RESPOND TO THE UPCOMING SEASON: PLAY LIKE THE WORLD'S BEST SOCCER TEAMS The most
iconic moments of real-world soccer will be recreated at a new level of detail in Madden NFL 20, NHL
20, NHL 20, FIFA 20 and NHL 20. Play like the 2017-18 UEFA Champions League winners, 2018 World
Cup runners-up, and the 2018 and 2019 MLS Cup champions. *Xbox One X Enhanced feature. For
the first time, take on the reigning World Player of the Year in FIFA 20, as the reigning Ballon d'Or
winner Luka Modric makes his long-awaited return to the game. And FIFA is the only sports title that
can help you get ready for the new PES season, with quick skill matches, accurate ball physics and re-
engineered dynamic player flight for the most realistic on-field experience yet. Powered by Football
FIFA HIGHLIGHTS MORE HANDS ON THE BALL: GRIP AND SNATCH TECHNOLOGY IN FUTURE BATS
FIFA 19 brought the next generation ball to life by introducing next-gen ball physics and full hand,
wrist and head control. FIFA 20 offers an even more immersive experience with accurate player
positioning, dribbling and mid-air passes, along with more realistic ball flight. And with better
interception technology, a new ball shooting system, and a new dribbling system, players can now
grab and hold onto the ball with their hands or with the new ball-to-hands pinball technique,
depending on the situation, to gain more ball control. Earn and train your Ultimate Team™ in FIFA
Ultimate Team™ mode. In FIFA Ultimate Team™, play with your favorite footballers from some of the
biggest names in the sport, including Cristiano Ronaldo, Ney
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

All of these three games require the following systems: PS3 Slim PS3 XBox 360 (Windows PC,
Macintosh & Linux versions are also available) All three games require a broadband Internet
connection (ADSL or Cable) and a broadband Internet connection (ADSL or Cable) to download the
data files onto a computer. If you have trouble connecting to the Internet, please contact the Service
Desk at the Customer Service Center. A computer with 4 GB or
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